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The Archived
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria
Schwab, three enchanting novels about a quirky and
clever guardian angel, and the girls she's sent to help,
in one irresistible volume. Aria is a guardian angel.
She can use her shadow like a door, to travel from
place to place. She can dream things into existence.
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And she can see when certain people need help. She
must find and guide three different girls - Gabby,
Caroline and Mikayla - through each of their problems
to earn her wings. But helping these girls is no easy
feat, even for someone with magic powers. Things
like friendship and family are a lot trickier than Aria
might have guessed. Still, she's up for the challenge
Meet a magical girl like no other, from an author like
no other, in this one-of-a-kind collection.

The Ghost of Buxton Manor
Imagine a place where the dead rest on shelves like
books. Each body has a story to tell, a life seen in
pictures only Librarians can read. The dead are called
Histories, and the vast realm in which they rest is the
Archive. Mackenzie Bishop's grandfather first brought
her here four years ago, when she was twelve years
old, frightened but determined to prove herself. Now
her grandfather is dead, and Mac has grown into what
he once was: a ruthless Keeper, tasked with stopping
often violent Histories from waking up and getting
out. Because of her job, she lies to the people she
loves, and she knows fear for what it is: a useful tool
for staying alive. Follow Mackenzie as she explores
the boundary between living and dying, sleeping and
waking, through these two timeless novels, now
bound together in this thrilling collection. With
stunning prose and a captivating mixture of action,
romance, and horror, The Dark Vault delves into a
richly imagined world where no choice is easy and
love and loss feel like two sides of the same coin.
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Preservation of Archives in Tropical
Climates
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* *2018 GOOD READS
CHOICE AWARD WINNER FOR BEST SCIENCE FICTION
CATEGORY* A super-powered collision of
extraordinary minds and vengeful intentions—#1 New
York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab returns
with the thrilling follow-up to Vicious. Magneto and
Professor X. Superman and Lex Luthor. Victor Vale
and Eli Ever. Sydney and Serena Clarke. Great
partnerships, now soured on the vine. But Marcella
Riggins needs no one. Flush from her brush with
death, she’s finally gained the control she’s always
sought—and will use her new-found power to bring
the city of Merit to its knees. She’ll do whatever it
takes, collecting her own sidekicks, and leveraging
the two most infamous EOs, Victor Vale and Eli Ever,
against each other. With Marcella's rise, new enmities
create opportunity--and the stage of Merit City will
once again be set for a final, terrible reckoning.
Entertainment Weekly's 27 Female Authors Who Rule
Sci-Fi and Fantasy Right Now “Readers won't be able
to put down this dark and riveting tale of power and
revenge.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred Praise for Vicious
“Schwab's characters feel vital and real, never
reduced to simple archetypesIn a genre that tends
toward the flippant or pretentious, this is a rare
superhero novel as epic and gripping as any classic
comic. Schwab's tale of betrayal, self-hatred, and
survival will resonate with superhero fans as well as
readers who have never heard of Charles Xavier or
Victor von Doom.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
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review) "V. E. Schwab's Vicious is the superhero novel
I've been waiting for: fresh, merciless, and yes,
vicious. Wow."—Mira Grant, New York Times
bestselling author of Blackout Villians #1 Vicious #2
Vengeful "Warm Up" (short story) At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Everyday Angel #3: Last Wishes
Ghost of a Chance
Meet a guardian angel like no other, from a writer like
no other. Bold rising star, Victoria Schwab, makes her
whimsical, inspiring, and clever middle-grade debut.
At a first glance, Aria seems like your average twelveyear-old girl. She has coppery hair, colored shoelaces,
and a passion for cupcakes. But there's more to Aria
than meets the eye. She can dream things into
existence, use her own shadow like a door, and
change the world in small, important ways. Aria is a
guardian angel. She's been sent here to earn her
wings. But to do that, she'll have to help three
different girls. Aria's first mission is Gabby Torres.
Gabby's always been quiet, but ever since her brother
got sick, she's barely said a word.When a new school
offers her a fresh start, Gabby wants badly to be
someone new, but she quickly learns it's hard to
make friends while keeping half her life a secret. And
then Aria shows up. Aria, who knows exactly what to
say and do to make Gabby feel better. Will she be
able to help Gabby find her voice? And will Gabby still
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trust Aria when she finds out exactly what she is?
Think John Green for middle grade, with a touch of
magic!

Everyday Angel #1: New Beginnings
Old magics are waking. But will the world survive their
return? Micah Grey almost died when he fled the
circus with Drystan - now he and the ex-clown seek to
outrun disaster. Drystan persuades his old friend
Jasper Maske, a once-renowned magician, to take
them in. But when he agrees to teach them his trade,
Maske is challenged to the ultimate high-stakes duel
by his embittered arch-nemesis. Micah must perfect
his skills of illusion, while navigating a tender new
love. An investigator is also hunting the person he
once seemed to be - a noble family's runaway
daughter. As the duel draws near, Micah increasingly
suffers from visions showing him real magic and
future terrors. Events that broke the ancient world are
being replayed. But can Micah's latent powers
influence this deadly pattern?

A Gathering of Shadows
A dark threat faces the world of Erdas in this riveting
new saga from the New York Times bestselling series.
A heart-pounding new adventure from the New York
Times bestselling series. In the world of Erdas, every
child must discover if they will summon a spirit
animal, a rare and incredible gift. Conor, Abeke,
Meilin, and Rollan were rare even among those few.
They summoned legendary animals--brave guardians
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who were reborn to protect their world. Now more of
these legends are appearing across Erdas, bonded to
special children. But a dark force has emerged. Older
than memory, it has slept for centuries beneath the
surface of the world. With the power to tear away
spirit animals, it begins a rampage that will be felt in
every corner of Erdas. If the young heroes can't stop
it, the darkness will first consume the spirit animals . .
. and then the world.

The Unbound
Guardian angel Aria helps Mikayla, whose father has
just lost his job, ease the stress her family has put
upon her to win a dance scholarship.

The Unbound
A Darker Shade of Magic, from #1 New York Times
bestselling author V.E. Schwab Kell is one of the last
Antari—magicians with a rare, coveted ability to
travel between parallel Londons; Red, Grey, White,
and, once upon a time, Black. Kell was raised in
Arnes—Red London—and officially serves the Maresh
Empire as an ambassador, traveling between the
frequent bloody regime changes in White London and
the court of George III in the dullest of Londons, the
one without any magic left to see. Unofficially, Kell is
a smuggler, servicing people willing to pay for even
the smallest glimpses of a world they'll never see. It's
a defiant hobby with dangerous consequences, which
Kell is now seeing firsthand. After an exchange goes
awry, Kell escapes to Grey London and runs into
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Delilah Bard, a cut-purse with lofty aspirations. She
first robs him, then saves him from a deadly enemy,
and finally forces Kell to spirit her to another world for
a proper adventure. Now perilous magic is afoot, and
treachery lurks at every turn. To save all of the
worlds, they'll first need to stay alive. "A Darker
Shade of Magic has all the hallmarks of a classic work
of fantasy. Schwab has given us a gem of a taleThis is
a book to treasure."—Deborah Harkeness, New York
Times bestselling author of the All Souls trilogy
Shades of Magic series 1. A Darker Shade of Magic 2.
A Gathering of Shadows 3. A Conjuring of Light At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Immortal Guardians (Spirit Animals: Fall
of the Beasts, Book 1)
The photographs of Chris McCaw (born 1971) are
produced with various hand-built view cameras as big
as 30 by 40 inches, which are equipped with large
aerial lenses designed to allow a maximum amount of
light to pass through. Using large paper negatives,
McCaw makes very long exposures ranging from
several hours to a full day, which result in solarized
final images. Besides the attractive neo-primitive
qualities of his landscape imagery, the concentrated
sunlight passing through the large optical elements
actually scorches an etched path across the surface of
the paper, rending open the charred skies to hint at a
brighter light behind our sun. Sunburnbrings together
more than 60 of these landscapes, cooked visions in
which blackened suns move stroboscopically through
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veiled skies that hang like curtains over vistas
reduced to shadow. The violent shearing or
destruction of each image contests the traditionally
mellow aesthetic of the landscape photography
tradition, and the marks left behind are a physical
testament to the power of the sun, which is both
subject and collaborator in this chance meeting of
creator and destroyer. The excitement of discovering
such a remarkable and untapped property of these
particular lenses and expired gelatin silver papers is a
testament to McCaw's openness to the photographic
process, and his continued experimentation over the
past eight years has created an equally indelible mark
on the tradition of landscape photography.

Gray's Poems
Imagine a place where the dead rest on shelves like
books. Each body has a story to tell, a life seen in
pictures that only Librarians can read. The dead are
called Histories, and the vast realm in which they rest
is the Archive. Last summer, Mackenzie Bishop, a
Keeper tasked with stopping violent Histories from
escaping the Archive, almost lost her life to one. Now,
as she starts her junior year at Hyde School, she's
struggling to get her life back. But moving on isn't
easy -- not when her dreams are haunted by what
happened. She knows the past is past, knows it
cannot hurt her, but it feels so real, and when her
nightmares begin to creep into her waking hours, she
starts to wonder if she's really safe. Meanwhile,
people are vanishing without a trace,and the only
thing they seem to have in common is Mackenzie.
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She's sure the Archive knows more than they are
letting on, but before she can prove it, she becomes
the prime suspect. And unless Mac can track down
the real culprit, she'll lose everything, not only her
role as Keeper, but her memories, and even her life.
Can Mackenzie untangle the mystery before she
herself unravels? With stunning prose and a
captivating mixture of action, romance, and horror,
The Unbound delves into a richly imagined world
where no choice is easy and love and loss feel like
two sides of the same coin.

The Dark Unwinding
From #1 NYT bestselling author Victoria Schwab
comes a sweeping, spooky, evocative adventure,
perfect for fans of "Stranger Things" and Miss
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children.

City of Ghosts
A masterful tale of ambition, jealousy, desire, and
superpowers. Victor and Eli started out as college
roommates—brilliant, arrogant, lonely boys who
recognized the same sharpness and ambition in each
other. In their senior year, a shared research interest
in adrenaline, near-death experiences, and seemingly
supernatural events reveals an intriguing possibility:
that under the right conditions, someone could
develop extraordinary abilities. But when their thesis
moves from the academic to the experimental, things
go horribly wrong. Ten years later, Victor breaks out
of prison, determined to catch up to his old friend
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(now foe), aided by a young girl whose reserved
nature obscures a stunning ability. Meanwhile, Eli is
on a mission to eradicate every other super-powered
person that he can find—aside from his sidekick, an
enigmatic woman with an unbreakable will. Armed
with terrible power on both sides, driven by the
memory of betrayal and loss, the archnemeses have
set a course for revenge—but who will be left alive at
the end? In Vicious, V. E. Schwab brings to life a gritty
comic-book-style world in vivid prose: a world where
gaining superpowers doesn't automatically lead to
heroism, and a time when allegiances are called into
question. "A dynamic and original twist on what it
means to be a hero and a villain. A killer from page
onehighly recommended!" —Jonathan Maberry, New
York Times bestselling author of Marvel Universe vs
The Avengers and Patient Zero One of Publishers
Weekly's Best Fantasy Books of 2013 At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Death and Life of Zebulon Finch,
Volume One
For as long as I can remember, I’ve had to hide who I
am. What I am. They had me play the sheep. They
had me blend in. They marked me and sealed my
power. Now I have my freedom, because everyone
who’s ever wanted me confined is dead. I could have
changed it. I could have altered the course of fate. I
could have saved the unseelie queen. I didn’t. Vlari
has always known her place: as far away from court
as the unseelie queen can send her. The youngest
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royal, born in an impoverished household, she
endeavored to earn her keep as an assistant and stay
out of trouble. Dark, striking, and with a hidden
agenda, Drusk definitely qualifies as trouble, but he
refuses to leave her alone, clashing with her at every
corner. Then the world implodes around her. With
friends and foe by her side, she can fade with rest of
the unseelie kingdom, or protect a court that has
never cared for her. Disclaimer: Unlike many of May
Sage’s novels, Wicked Court is written in first person.
Wicked Court is the first volume in a duet.

Our Dark Duet
"Set in a futuristic, hostile Orleans landscape, Fen de
la Guerre must deliver her tribe leader's baby over
the Wall into the Outer States before her blood
becomes tainted with Delta Fever"--Provided by
publisher.

Something Like Normal
In this extended edition of #1 New York Times bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz's dazzling tale of
glamour, enchantment, and betrayal, love is risked
and lives are lost in a desperate battle to save the
kingdom from a devious foe determined to control the
empire. Once, they were inseparable, just two little
girls playing games in a formidable castle. Now
Princess Marie-Victoria, heir to the mightiest empire in
the world, and Aelwyn Myrddyn, a bastard mage, face
vastly different futures. As the annual London season
begins—a whirlwind of wealth and magic marked by
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lavish parties and gorgeous girls vying for the
attention of young royals—the talk of the town is
Ronan Astor, a social-climbing American with only her
beauty to recommend her. After falling for a
handsome rogue on the voyage over, she must
balance her desire for love with her duty to save her
family's position. Meanwhile, Isabelle of Orleans finds
herself cast aside by Leopold, heir to the Prussian
crown, in favor of a political marriage to MarieVictoria. Isabelle is bent on reclaiming what is hers,
but Marie doesn't even want Leopold—she lost her
heart long ago to a boy she will never be able to
have. Desperate to escape a life without love, Marie
turns to Aelwyn, and the girls form a perilous plan
that endangers the fate of the monarchy.

Chris McCaw
'A trip down memory lane around the glorious streets
of Bolton – a novel with a heart as big as Moss Bank
Park' Sara Cox ‘A book for anybody who feels at all
marginalised, small, bullied or lost’ Claudia
Winkleman 'Fabulous Matt Cain and fabulous
Madonna together at last – what a treat' Jenny Colgan
‘A glorious celebration of the queen of pop and a
triumphant coming-of-age tale about the power of
being true to yourself’ Juno Dawson 'It's a cracker!'
Lorraine Kelly 'Beautifully and sharply drawn' Sunday
Times Charlie Matthews’ love story begins in a pebbledashed house in suburban Bolton, at a time when
most little boys want to grow up to be Michael
Jackson, and girls want to be Princess Diana. On his
ninth birthday, Auntie Jan gives him a gift that will last
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a lifetime: a seven-inch single called ‘Lucky Star’.
Casting Madonna in the role of his spirit guide, Charlie
draws on the pop icon’s audacity and ambition to help
him find the courage to overcome his own obstacles
and become a success in life. His obsession sees him
through some tough times, but in order to be truly
happy, he’ll need to find his own inner strength.

You Took the Last Bus Home
In October 1934, the Chinese Communist Army found
itself facing annihilation, surrounded by hundreds of
thousands of Nationalist soldiers. Rather than
surrender, 86,000 Communists embarked on an epic
flight to safety. Only thirty were women. Their trek
would eventually cover 4,000 miles over 370 days.
Under enemy fire they crossed highland awamps,
climbed Tibetan peaks, scrambled over chain bridges,
and trudged through the sands of the western
deserts. Fewer than 10,000 of them would survive,
but remarkably all of the women would live to tell the
tale. Unbound is an amazing story of love, friendship,
and survival written by a new master of adventure
narrative.

The Notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci
The thrilling sequel to Victoria Schwab's New York
Times bestselling City of Ghosts!

Little Peach
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria
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Schwab, three whimsical and enchanting novels about
a quirky and clever guardian angel, and the girls she's
sent to help, in one irresistible volume.

Tunnel of Bones (City of Ghosts #2)
A riveting and powerful story of a runaway girl lured
into prostitution in New York City, perfect for fans of
Ellen Hopkins and Patricia McCormick. What do you
do if you're in trouble? When Michelle runs away from
her drug-addicted mother, she has just enough
money to make it to New York City, where she hopes
to move in with a friend. But once she arrives at the
bustling Port Authority, she is confronted with the
terrifying truth: She is alone and out of options. Then
she meets Devon, a good-looking, well-dressed guy
who emerges from the crowd armed with a kind
smile, a place for her to stay, and eyes that seem to
understand exactly how she feels. But Devon is not
who he seems to be, and soon Michelle finds herself
engulfed in the world of child prostitution, where he
becomes her "Daddy" and she is his "Little Peach." It
is a world of impossible choices, where the line
between love and abuse, captor and savior, is blurred
beyond recognition. This hauntingly vivid story
illustrates the human spirit's indomitable search for
home and one girl's struggle to survive.

A Conjuring of Light
It's been 297 days since David died--and came back.
He may have survived the avalanche, but the
aftermath has been far worse. His wife moved out,
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taking his son with her, and a devastated David hasn't
left his house since, terrified of the mysterious new
power that followed him home from the ill-fated
expedition. After months in seclusion, David's ready
for a fresh start, and ventures out, determined to
keep his power in check. But David's power isn't the
one he needs to worry about. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Vicious
"The story follows Zebulon Finch, a teenager
murdered in 1896 Chicago who inexplicably returns
from the dead and searches for redemption through
the ages"--

Bridge of Souls (City of Ghosts #3)
Victoria ("V. E.") Schwab, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue,
invites readers to haunted New Orleans in this third
installment of her thrillingly spooky City of Ghosts
series!

This Savage Song
The Shades of Magic Series
Witness the fate of beloved heroes and notorious foes
in the heart-stopping conclusion to V.E. Schwab’s New
York Times bestselling Shades of Magic trilogy.
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*Kirkus' Best Fiction of 2017* As darkness sweeps the
Maresh Empire, the once precarious balance of power
among the four Londons has reached its breaking
point. In the wake of tragedy, Kell—once assumed to
be the last surviving Antari—begins to waver under
the pressure of competing loyalties. Lila Bard, once a
commonplace—but never common—thief, has
survived and flourished through a series of magical
trials. But now she must learn to control the magic,
before it bleeds her dry. An ancient enemy returns to
claim a city while a fallen hero tries to save a
kingdom in decay. Meanwhile, the disgraced Captain
Alucard Emery of the Night Spire collects his crew,
attempting a race against time to acquire the
impossible. Shades of Magic series 1. A Darker Shade
of Magic 2. A Gathering of Shadows 3. A Conjuring of
Light At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Ring and the Crown, The (Extended
Edition)
Darling Dimple, a young orphan, must use the
enchanted dresses to find the ghost that is haunting
the castle she calls home.

The Madonna of Bolton
Following the defeat of the pirate queen Arisa, Prince
Maxim Maresh has ignored his father’s invitation to
return home to London in order to prove to himself
and the garrison at Verose that he is far more than
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just another spoilt prince. When Maxim learns of an
annual magical tournament called the Night of Knives,
a series of four trials of magic which prove bravery,
honor and courage, he is determined to enter and
win. Open to anyone, be they soldier, pirate, citizen,
thief or prince, the tournament has never been
completed, though many have died trying. Now
Maxim must prepare for what might be the most
challenging night of his life in a bid to prove his
mettle once and for all. Either way, this night will be
the making or the death of the young prince. Collects
Shades of Magic: The Steel Prince – Night of Knives
#1-4 “Visually stunning, the exciting, swashbuckling
adventure revisits the enthralling world of Schwab’s
best-selling Shades of Magic fantasy series.” – Library
Journal “Exceptional… moves at a great pace and the
artwork is stellar.” – Comic Buzz

Everyday Angel #2: Second Chances
This discounted ebundle includes: A Darker Shade of
Magic, A Gathering of Shadows, A Conjuring of Light
Witness the fate of beloved heroes and notorious foes
in V.E. Schwab’s New York Times bestselling Shades
of Magic series. Kell is one of the last
Antari—magicians with a rare, coveted ability to
travel between parallel Londons; Red, Grey, White,
and, once upon a time, Black. After an exchange goes
awry, Kell escapes to Grey London and runs into
Delilah Bard, a cut-purse with lofty aspirations. Now
perilous magic is afoot, and treachery lurks at every
turn. To save all of the worlds, they'll first need to
stay alive. A Darker Shade of Magic — Kell was raised
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in Arnes—Red London—and officially serves the
Maresh Empire as an ambassador, traveling between
the frequent bloody regime changes in White London
and the court of George III in the dullest of Londons.
Unofficially, Kell is a smuggler, servicing people
willing to pay for even the smallest glimpses of a
world they'll never see. It's a defiant hobby with
dangerous consequences, which Kell is now seeing
firsthand. A Gathering of Shadows — Restless, and
having given up smuggling, Kell is visited by dreams
of ominous magical events, waking only to think of
Lila, who disappeared from the docks like she always
meant to do. And while Red London is caught up in
the pageantry and thrills of the Element Games,
another London is coming back to life, and those who
were thought to be forever gone have returned. A
Conjuring of Light — As darkness sweeps the Maresh
Empire, the once precarious balance of power among
the four Londons has reached its breaking point. In
the wake of tragedy, Kell—once assumed to be the
last surviving Antari—begins to waver under the
pressure of competing loyalties. Lila Bard has
survived and flourished through a series of magical
trials. But now she must learn to control the magic,
before it bleeds her dry. Tor books by V. E. Schwab
The Shades of Magic series A Darker Shade of Magic A
Gathering of Shadows A Conjuring of Light The Villains
series Vicious At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Vengeful
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A New York Times bestseller The bestselling
sequel—and conclusion—to Victoria Schwab’s instant
#1 New York Times bestseller This Savage Song. Kate
Harker is a girl who isn’t afraid of the dark. She’s a
girl who hunts monsters. And she’s good at it. August
Flynn is a monster who can never be human. No
matter how much he once yearned for it. He has a
part to play. And he will play it, no matter the cost.
Nearly six months after Kate and August were first
thrown together, the war between the monsters and
the humans is a terrifying reality. In Verity, August
has become the leader he never wished to be, and in
Prosperity, Kate has become the ruthless hunter she
knew she could be. When a new monster emerges
from the shadows—one who feeds on chaos and
brings out its victim’s inner demons—it lures Kate
home, where she finds more than she bargained for.
She’ll face a monster she thought she killed, a boy
she thought she knew, and a demon all her own. A
gorgeously written dark fantasy from New York
Times–bestselling author Victoria Schwab, and one to
hand to fans of Holly Black, Laini Taylor, and Maggie
Stiefvater. “Explosive.”—Brightly

Warm Up
A Darker Shade of Magic
You Took the Last Bus Home is the first and longawaited collection of ingeniously hilarious and
surprisingly touching poems from Brian Bilston, the
mysterious ‘Poet Laureate of Twitter’. With endless
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wit, imaginative wordplay and underlying heartache,
he offers profound insights into modern life, exploring
themes as diverse as love, death, the inestimable
value of a mobile phone charger, the unbearable
torment of forgetting to put the rubbish out, and the
improbable nuances of the English language.
Constantly experimenting with literary form, Bilston’s
words have been known to float off the page, take the
shape of the subjects they explore, and reflect our
contemporary world in the form of Excel
spreadsheets, Venn diagrams and Scrabble tiles. This
irresistibly charming collection of his best-loved
poems will make you laugh out loud while making you
question the very essence of the human condition in
the twenty-first century.

Shadowplay
#1 New York Times Bestseller * An Amazon Best Book
of the Year There’s no such thing as safe in a city at
war, a city overrun with monsters. In this dark urban
fantasy from acclaimed author Victoria Schwab, a
young woman and a young man must choose whether
to become heroes or villains—and friends or
enemies—with the future of their home at stake. The
first of two books, This Savage Song is a must-have
for fans of Holly Black, Maggie Stiefvater, and Laini
Taylor. Kate Harker and August Flynn are the heirs to
a divided city—a city where the violence has begun to
breed actual monsters. All Kate wants is to be as
ruthless as her father, who lets the monsters roam
free and makes the humans pay for his protection. All
August wants is to be human, as good-hearted as his
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own father, to play a bigger role in protecting the
innocent—but he’s one of the monsters. One who can
steal a soul with a simple strain of music. When the
chance arises to keep an eye on Kate, who’s just been
kicked out of her sixth boarding school and returned
home, August jumps at it. But Kate discovers August’s
secret, and after a failed assassination attempt the
pair must flee for their lives. In This Savage Song,
Victoria Schwab creates a gritty, seething metropolis,
one worthy of being compared to Gotham and to the
four versions of London in her critically acclaimed
fantasy for adults, A Darker Shade of Magic. Her
heroes will face monsters intent on destroying them
from every side—including the monsters within.

Orleans
Four months have passed since the shadow stone fell
into Kell's possession. Four months since his path
crossed with Delilah Bard. Four months since Rhy was
wounded and the Dane twins fell, and the stone was
cast with Holland's dying body through the rift, and
into Black London. In many ways, things have almost
returned to normal, though Rhy is more sober, and
Kell is now plagued by his guilt. Restless, and having
given up smuggling, Kell is visited by dreams of
ominous magical events, waking only to think of Lila,
who disappeared from the docks like she always
meant to do. As Red London finalizes preparations for
the Element Games-an extravagent international
competition of magic, meant to entertain and keep
healthy the ties between neighboring countries-a
certain pirate ship draws closer, carrying old friends
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back into port. But while Red London is caught up in
the pageantry and thrills of the Games, another
London is coming back to life, and those who were
thought to be forever gone have returned. After all, a
shadow that was gone in the night reappears in the
morning, and so it seems Black London has risen
again-and so to keep magic's balance, another
London must fall.

Everyday Angel (3 book bind-up)
A singular fatality has ruled the destiny of nearly all
the most famous of Leonardo da Vinci's works. Two of
the three most important were never completed,
obstacles having arisen during his life-time, which
obliged him to leave them unfinished; namely the
Sforza Monument and the Wall-painting of the Battle
of Anghiari, while the third—the picture of the Last
Supper at Milan—has suffered irremediable injury
from decay and the repeated restorations to which it
was recklessly subjected during the XVIIth and XVIIIth
centuries. Nevertheless, no other picture of the
Renaissance has become so wellknown and popular
through copies of every description.

Wicked Court
Meet a guardian angel like no other, from a writer like
no other. Bold, rising star Victoria Schwab returns
with the second book in this whimsical, inspiring, and
clever middle-grade series. There's more to Aria than
meets the eye. She's a guardian angel. And to earn
her wings, she'll have to help three different girls. . . .
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This time, Aria comes to Caroline Mason. At her allgirls' prep school, Caroline is being bullied. She eats
lunch alone and is picked on by her classmates every
day. The ringleader of the mean girls is Lily Pierce.
But Lily isn't an ordinary bully: she used to be
Caroline's best friend. When Aria arrives, she can see
Caroline is suffering. But, to Aria's surprise, so is Lily.
What is the story behind Lily's cruel actions? And can
Aria help guide Caroline out of the darkness . . . and
into better, brighter future?

The Dark Vault
From the award-winning author of Rook comes a
delicious and twisty tale, filled with spine-tingling
intrigue, juicy romance, and dangerous family secrets.
When a rumor that her uncle is squandering away the
family fortune surfaces, Katharine Tulman is sent to
his estate to have him committed to an asylum. But
instead of a lunatic, Katharine discovers a genius
inventor with his own set of childlike rules, who is
employing a village of nine hundred people rescued
from the workhouses of London. Katharine becomes
torn between protecting her own livelihood and
preserving the peculiar community she grows to care
for deeply -- a conflict made more complicated by her
developing feelings for her uncle's handsome
apprentice. As the mysteries of the estate begin to
unravel, it is clear that not only is her uncle's world at
stake, but also the state of England as Katharine
knows it. With twists and turns at every corner, this
extraordinary adventure will captivate readers with its
thrills and romance.
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Everyday Angel: Three Novels
When Travis returns home from Afghanistan, he finds
that his parents are splitting up, his brother has stolen
his girlfriend and car, and he's haunted by nightmares
of his best friend's death, so when he runs into
Harper, a girl who has despised him since middle
school, life actually starts looking up.

Unbound
Each body has a story to tell, a life seen in pictures
only Librarians can read. The dead are called
Histories, and the vast realm in which they rest is the
Archive. Last summer, Mackenzie Bishop, a Keeper
tasked with stopping violent Histories from escaping
the Archive, almost lost her life to one. Now, as she
starts her junior year at Hyde School, she’s struggling
to get her life back. But moving on isn’t easy, not
when her dreams are haunted by what happened. She
knows the past is past, knows it cannot hurt her, but it
feels so real. When her nightmares begin to creep into
her waking hours, she starts to wonder if she’s truly
safe. Meanwhile, people are vanishing without a
trace, and the only thing they seem to have in
common is Mackenzie. She’s sure the Archive knows
more than they are letting on, but before she can
prove it, she becomes the prime suspect. Unless Mac
can track down the real culprit, she’ll lose everything:
not only her role as Keeper, but her memories – and
even her life. Can Mackenzie untangle the mystery
before she herself unravels?
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Shades of Magic: The Steel Prince
Volume 2
The Archive, an otherworldly library, contains the
bodies of everyone who has ever died. But when the
Archive is compromised from within, sixteen-year-old
Mackenzie Bishop must use her skills as a Keeper to
identify the traitor and prevent violent Histories from
escaping into our world. The first in a dark, dazzlingly
inventive YA fantasy series from the author of The
Near Witch.
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